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What to Do When You Need to Go to the ER 

A trip to the emergency room (ER) is never something desired. When it happens, it is most often under 
stressful, hurried circumstances. It is easy to forget to bring important items and information.  Being pre-
pared for an ER visit is both practical and necessary to ensure the best possible outcome. Here is a list of 
what to bring to the ER: 

1. Medications- Be sure to have a complete list of all of your current medications (medication name, 

dosage and frequency). There are many convenient apps on hand held devices that can store this in-

formation. Some patients prefer to take a picture of their medication bottles and keep it saved on 

their smart phone 

2. List of Allergies- both food and medicine, as well as allergies to latex 

3. Description of Diagnoses- keep a document of all of your medical diagnoses handy, as well as how 

each condition is being treated 

4. List of all of your doctors and their specialty- be sure to 

include first and last name, and phone number 

5. Insurance cards- don’t overlook Medicare Part A and B, as 

well as supplemental  insurance cards (NEW Medicare 

cards  are being issued April 1, 2018!) 

6. Photo ID 

7. Legal documents- Living Will, Power of Attorney, Health 

Care Proxy 

8. Emergency Contacts- include the full names and phone numbers as well as their relationship to you 

9. Pen and Paper– For taking notes and for your questions  and information 

Before you leave for the ER, be sure to have a loved one call our office and let us know which ER you are go-
ing to and why you are going. Our physicians are staffed daily at RWJH at Hamilton, St Francis Medical Cen-
ter, and Penn Medicine Princeton Medical Center.  By calling our office, the staff can notify our  rounding 
physicians and staff.  If you are being evaluated for a cardiac related condition, be sure to notify the emer-
gency room doctor and staff that you are a patient of Hamilton Cardiology Associates. If you would like to be 
seen by our physicians while in the hospital, you should communicate that request. After discharge, remem-
ber to call our office and schedule a follow-up office visit within 7-10 days for all cardiac related issues. A trip 
to the emergency department can be nerve wracking. Taking the time to prepare can make it easier for eve-
ryone and ensure that the process runs smoothly so that you can receive the treatment you need and return 
home as soon as possible! 
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Spring is here! One quarter of the year has already passed. Have you seen your primary care provider (PCP) 
this year?  Perhaps not…. 

 “I only see specialists. Otherwise I am pretty healthy” 
“I have too many other doctor appointments to schedule” 

“I don’t have time” 
 

By having an annual physical, you will increase your chances of finding serious non-cardiac problems early so 
that your PCP can treat them immediately and without delay.  You will also have the opportunity to discuss 
preventative medicine strategies and review your medications. Your visit with your cardiologist does not re-
place your annual visit with your PCP!  The focus during that visit is your heart. Your PCP’s focus is also your 
heart but includes your entire physical and mental wellness.  So make your appointment today! 

Did You Have Your Annual Physical This Year?  

Eating Well Recipes Are Available! 

If you have had a recent office visit, you may have noticed our pa-
tient education boards in our exam rooms.  We have received many 
compliments regarding the information provided, as well as re-
quests for copies of the recipes that are promoted.  The recipes 
originate from a website called Eating Well. Sign up is required to 
view the recipes, but membership is free: 

www.eatingwell.com 

For your convenience we also added the recipe  
website link to our  website at: 

www.hcahamilton.com/eating-well 
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